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Hi! My name is Hattie Bilson. I'm from Los Angeles, 
and I am studying Middle Eastern and European 

Languages and Cultures in the Dual BA. I would love 
to be next year's Publication's Officer, because I have 

always loved art and graphic design, I am a social 
media addict (screen time at about 7 hours a day), 

and I want to get everyone in Halls as excited about 
events as I am. Spending first year in Halls has made 

moving halfway around the world the best time of my 
life, and I want to help ensure next year's first-years 

feel as welcomed and supported as I have! 

EXPERIENCE
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JCR International Committee
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Leadership Experience

AWEA Website

This year, as chairperson of the JCR International Committee, I 
helped plan and document halls events, scheduled meetings, 
worked to plan the international trip, and recorded meeting 
minutes. Organising events such as Diwali, Thanksgiving, and 
the Barcelona trip has given me insight into what it takes to 
plan a Halls event and valuable leadership skills in general. 
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 From 2020-2021, I developed and managed the website for 
the Afghan Women's Environmental Association  and regularly 
updated their instagram with information about the 
organisation, fundraiser promotions, and photos of the work 
happening on the ground in Kabul. I also was responsible for 
designing a new logo for the organisation.

I have always been interested in film, and in high school, I 
created promotional videos for our school's musicals, 
festivals, and environmental campaigns. Currently, I am 
producing two short films with DU Film Society. I am 
responsible for creating casting call posters, casting the films, 
securing locations, planning the camera angles/shots, and 
filming the scenes themselves. 

From 2018-2021, I developed the website for an organisation 
to combat sexism in debate called Beyond Resolved. I also 
managed their Instagram, blog, and Tik Tok. I designed the 
logo for the website and instagram, and I created graphics for 
posts announcing tournament results, blog posts, and new 
initiatives. 

Beyond Resolved 
Website

At my high school, I worked as editor of our newspaper 
"Spyglass" during my senior year and as an assistant editor in 
my junior year. I was responsible for collecting submissions of 
articles, editing articles, and compiling an online and print 
version of the paper. In my senior year, I re-designed the 
Spyglass website to be better organised and more easily- 
accessible. 

In high school, I was my year's Service and Community 
Engagement representative, which involved coordinating 
community service opportunities for over one-hundred people
and getting sponsorship from local businesses for on-campus 
events. This year, I worked on the committee of the Trinity 
Environmental Society, organising events such as the Christmas 
Instagram series "Twelve Days of Sustainability."



Hattie Bilson for 
Publications

FUTURE PLANS

Accessibility

Promotional Content: Videos

The Halls Herald

As Halls publications are the main method of 
communicating events and news to first-years, I 

want to ensure that they are accessible to 
everyone. Next year, I want to ensure all graphics 

have image descriptions and alt text in the caption 
as well as comprehensive information about the 
event. I also want to create an audio, digital, and 

print version of the Halls Herald and all articles, and 
I want to add closed-captions to all promotional 

videos. 

Especially since COVID, social media has become 
increasingly influential in dictating popular favour. 
With my experience in filmmaking (and quarantine 
Tik Tok phase), I want to utilise video to promote 

Halls events. For club nights, large sports events, and 
Hall Ball, I want to make promotional videos to share 
on all JCR social media. I also want to maximise use 
of the JCR Tik Tok to promote events, as JCR Tik Toks 
would easily reach the FYPs of Halls residents and  

create conversations about events.

Surveying First-Years

As the primary JCR publication, the Halls Herald 
deserves to be seen by all first-years. To increase 

visibility, I want to produce an online PDF version of 
the Halls Herald and work with the Tech Officer to 
upload all articles to the JCR website. I also want to 
embed discount codes and vouchers, so that first- 

years have an incentive to read through the content. 
Because not everyone loves to read, I also want to 

create a podcast version of the Halls Herald and post 
condensed previews on the JCR social media. 

To increase first-year engagement, I would love to 
conduct regular polls on the JCR Instagram. I want to 

collaborate with the Ents Officer to create event-related 
polls to see which themes, venues, and music first-years 

want. I also want to collaborate with the 
Communications and Marketing Officer to conduct polls 

of what local businesses students love to obtain 
sponsorships and student discount vouchers. I would 

also like to send out surveys about the Halls experience 
generally and reward participation with discounts or 

items from sponsors.

First-Year Publications
Next year, I want to collaborate with the Tech Officer 
to grow the JCR Website and Blog. I want the blog to 

be a place that connects first-years and JCR 
members through curating op-eds, features, satirical 

articles, creative pieces, and any writing Halls 
residents want to submit. To encourage 

participation, I want to create a writing competition 
with rewards in the form of vouchers or tickets to 

Halls events for writing the 'best,' 'funniest,' or 'most 
creative' article.

Entering Halls and Dublin in general, especially as an
international student, there were countless logistics to
figure out. From the layout of a Halls room, to how to

get to campus, to where to shop for food in
Rathmines, I want to make short, informational videos
to post on the JCR instagram and Tik Tok at the start

of the year to help ease first-years into Halls. With the
shops we most recommend for things like food and
decor, I want to work with the Communications and

Marketing Officer to obtain student discounts.

Informational Publications


